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The equal opportunity cell of this college envisions to cater to the less privileged
groups and offers learning programs and creative sessions so as to improve their talents and
acknowledge their skills. Programs are charted with this intention.


With the success of last year's creative workshop it was clear that students benefit
much out of it and the cell decided to retain it as ones of its chief programmes.
A group of students were selected and writing sessions were organised. Training was
imparted to improve the language skills. Faculty from the department of English
monitored the activities.



As an outcome a manuscript magazine was prepared with varied articles and poems
written by the participants. The collection was titled "Lunch time 12.30pm "and
was released in an official function. Ms.Faiza was the student editor.



Another important aim of EOC, is to ensure that persons ( students, staff, faculties or
the community) from diverse backgrounds of community, religion, region, gender or
ability are not deprived of their rightful opportunities. They get access to all
pedagogical and extra‐curricular resources; which will promote inclusivity and
harmony.



With this aim in focus EOC in tie up with Department of English conducted an Art
Expo “Equal Opportunity for All" on Friday , 9th December, 2016 as part of
International Human Rights Day celebration. The exhibits run into an extensive
range of collage, installations, artworks, and origami crafts . The displays were
categorized into six groups each harping on a particular issue. The broader
areas chosen for inspection were Tackling Gender Issues, Resolving Racism,
Shouldering the Disabled, Sustainability of Nature And Man, Supporting the
Marginalized and Success Stories . The indigenously prepared artefacts and
paper hoardings that
adorned
the walls of the vast college corridor
highlighted the magnitude and importance of these issues. The spectators
were provided leaflets and were asked to record their impressions on the
subject. The artefacts , write-ups and charts were prepared by the students of Ist
year Bsc Physics and Bsc. Mathematics .The exhibition was inaugurated by Prof.
Shaji Pathrose of the Dept. of English. Equal Opportunity Cell Coordinator Prof.
Susan Joshi gave an introductory Address. It was followed by the screening of
short films and a panel discussion pertaining to the issues.
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